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Photographs of meeting of SBI Pensioners' Association (Mumbai Circle) Pune Module held on 24th July, 2015.

Photographs of meeting of SBI Pensioners' Association ( New Delhi Circle) Gaziabad Unit, UP held on 19th July,2015.

Major Sushanta Kumar De, SBI pensioner from Kolkata,  is seen 
(extreme left) in a visual session conducted by 'National Disaster 
Management Authority of Government of India'. He presented a 
paper titled 'The role of amateur wireless operator for disaster 
mitigation' during the first Indian National Disaster Congress 
held at Vighyan Bhawan, New Delhi.

Seen in the photograph, is SBI Pensioner Shri.A. B. Vora, from 
Ahmedabad Circle,  felicitated by Smt. Anandiben Patel, Chief 
Minister, Gujrath for his participation in social activity.
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Effects of 

Yogasanas

It was in August 1987, I was playing a badminton 
singles match during tournaments conducted on account 
of Anniversary of our Zonal Office Aurangabad. I was about 
to return the shuttle very close to the net by forward 
bending and during the process experienced  severe  pain 
in my lower back and the pain was so severe that I had to 
leave the game and concede the match. Immediately 
some of the staff members present there started enquiring 
about my problem. I explained to them that for about a 
couple of months I was suffering from back pain which I 
had ignored. I was a regular badminton, cricket and table 
tennis player. However since my promotion, during my 
training period and thereafter my posting as a Field Officer 
at Parbhani branch, my regularity was completely 
disturbed due non availability of required sports facilities at 
some places as well as  paucity of time obviously because 
of the work load. Therefore, I was away from any regular 
game almost for a period of 4 to 5 years and probably this 
had resulted in to the problem of back pain. After coming to 
Aurangabad I was posted in Region as Desk Officer 
(Advances) where I was  looking after high value 
advances  for which in those days we were required to do 
all the calculations manually which was taking lot of time 
and for this I was required to sit many times very late, that 
too continuously. I was working  almost for 10 to 12 hours 
and I had no alternative but to bring the proposals home 
and many a times I was working on Sundays and holidays 
also. This might have aggravated the problem further.

One of the staff members present for the above 
match was a Yoga Teacher and he immediately said "Sir, 
why don't you try "Yoga"? It would give you a relief from this 
problem and you might come out of this if you did certain 
Aasanas regularly. "Being a sportsman, I instantly liked his 
suggestion and I told him that actually I was interested in 
learning Yoga. Truly speaking, since long, I had a desire to 
learn Yoga. However for some reason or the other the 
opportunity always eluded me. I also told him that I would 
like to go to an orthopaedist and got myself fully examined 
and then only I could start learning Yoga.

On the same day, I called on Dr. Patwardhan who 
was a leading orthopedic surgeon in Aurangabad. After 
examining me, he clarified that due to postural defects and 

continuous sitting for a long time in the same position, I 
developed a gap in my lumbar vertebrae due to which the 
nerves passing through the vertebrae were pressed and 
this was the cause of pain. I told him that I was unable to sit 
even for half an hour in the chair. He prescribed me some 
medicines which included pain killers but  to my relief he 
was frank enough to advise me that I should not depend 
entirely on medicines and suggested me certain exercises 
which I should do regularly. I asked him whether I could 
learn yogasanas for this and to my surprise, he responded 
positively and told me to learn yogasanas under the 
guidance of a Yoga teacher. However, he suggested me to 
take 15 days rest, avoid forward bending to the extent 
possible and then start learning yogasanas.

Encouraged by the advice given by the doctor, I 
approached Mr. Natewar the Yoga teacher in our Bank and 
through him I approached Shri Vishwas Mandlik( B. E. ), a 
senior faculty from  "Yog Vidya Dham Nashik" who used to 
come to Aurangabad once in a fortnight. He examined my 
X-Rays and prescription and while consoling me advised 
that this happened to be the regular problem for those who 
were required to sit continuously or bend forward 
frequently for their day to day activities or lift heavy 
weights. He suggested me certain simple aasanas to start 
with and thereafter, slowly I could switch over to advance 
learning.

From the same day my training started under the 
guidance of Shri Natewar. Two days in a week he used to 
take the class and for rest of the days I was practising at 
home. Since my childhood I was introduced to almost all 
the games, therefore, I did not find the Yogasanas difficult 
and I started grasping swiftly and started learning difficult 
Asanas much earlier.

Initially I was taught the following aasanas:-
Hastasanchalan (Type1, 2, and 3), Padsanchalan (Type 1, 
2, and 3), Tadagasan, Janusanchalan (Type 1 and 2), 
Pawanmuktasana (Ekpad / Dwipad), Ardhachakrasana 
(Type 1 and 2), Vajrasana, Janu- Hastasana, Hasta- 
Shirasana, Bhujangasana, Makarasana etc.

Thereafter I was asked to perform the aasanas like 
Ardhakatichakrasana, Ardhachakrasana, Trikonasana, 
Suptavajrasana, Ushtrsana, Vakrasana, Shalbhasana, 

- A live Experience
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Dhanurasana, Vrukshasana, Veerasana etc.
I was very regular in performing the aasanas and I 

am proud to state that within a period of 6 months of 
starting Yogasanas, 80 % of my back pain was cured and it 
made me possible to sit for longer period of 2 to 3 hours at a 
stretch. With this rate of success I got really surprised and 
it was a unique and most exciting experience for me. 
Within a short period of few months thereafter I was  
completely all right and regained the capacity to sit 
continuously for 10 to 12 hours a day and work relentlessly, 
of course with certain precautions like changing of 
postures, to get out of the chair  after a period of 1.5 to 2 
hours and  take a walk  for few minutes, washing the face 
with cold water etc.

I will always remember the benefits of yogasanas 
and obligations of my teachers who taught yogasanas as it 
gave me a new life free from pains and stresses. Initially I 
was very much depressed   because of the back pain 
since I had seen a good number of patients suffering from 
these types of ailments and wearing neck / waist belts, 
taking pain killers frequently. I also came across people 
criticizing Yoga. Had I gone by their advices I would have 
become a patient of spondylitis. Encouraged by the 
positive results of Yogasanas, I continued to perform 
Yogsanas since 1987 and till date I have been a regular 
performer and a strong advocate of Yogas. Later I learnt 
cautiously about forward bending aasanas and 
Pranayama also. Today, I have completed 66 years and I 
am daily devoting an hour and 15-20 minutes for 
Yogasanas and Pranayama. Later on I also learnt 
Sudarshan Kriya and Brahmavidya. All these have a 
special place in my life.

During June 2002 to September 2005 I was Chief 
Manager at Pimpri branch which was one of the heaviest 
and prestigious branches. Even after working for 10 to 12 
hours the work was never ending. I used to reach the 
branch at 9.30 A.M. and was returning home not before 10 
P.M. I used to get up at 4.30 A.M. and performing 
Yogasanas and Sudarshan Kriya. It kept me always fresh, 
energetic and stress free. Naturally it helped me to perform 
well at the branch resulting in to further promotion.

I am highly obliged to my Yoga teacher Sarvashri 
Mandlik  and Natewar for their valuable guidance which 
gave me new life. I have been advocating Yogas to most of 
my staff members and friends. Fortunately till date I have 
no blood pressure, diabetes or acidity problems.

While concluding I can say that Yoga is a science, 
one has to go by its prescribed rules and it has universal 
acceptability. It has changed my life by giving me excellent 
health as well as attitude to look to the life with positivity.

General Secretary
SBI Pensioners' Association Mumbai Circle (Pune)

Vilas Gandhe

ADVISORY BOARD

Shri Shailesh Verma
Chief General Manager (HR)

Shri Dipak Kumar Mandal
Dy. General Manager (PM & PPG)

Shri Jonna Raghava
Dy. General Manager (IR)

Smt. Nilima Deo
Asst. General Manager (CMD)

We look forward to contributions from our

retired colleagues for the current issue of 

SECOND INNINGS. Write to us if....

You have faced a Serious health problem and 

conquered it

You or someone you know has done something

exceptional after the age of 60

You have a hobby to share

You had a unique experience related to

money matters

You traveled to destination less known

You have a funny or insightful anecdote 

about your grandchildren

...... and we’ll print the 

selected piece in our magazine

‘Second Innings’

Mail to us at -
The Editor; ‘Second Innings’
State Bank of India, PPG Department, 
16th Floor, State Bank Bhavan,
Madame Cama Road, Mumbai - 400 021.
OR
E-mail at : dgm.ppg@sbi.co.in

An Invitation
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RANTHAMBORE
- PARADISE REGAINED- PARADISE REGAINED- PARADISE REGAINED- PARADISE REGAINED

I was watching Valmik Thapar's documentary 
"Paradise lost" with bated breath. The majestic 
animal, its royal, languorous gait haunted me for days 
to come. The film had been shot extensively on locale 
at the Ranthamore National Park. I fervently started 
reading up about Ranthambore. Finally I could visit 
Ranthambore National Park. Ranthambhore is one of 
the largest national parks in northern India, covering 
an area of 392 km². Ranthambore national park is 
located in  the Sawai Madhopur district of 
southeastern Rajasthan, about 110 km northeast of 
Kota and 160 km southeast of Jaipur, which is also 
the nearest airport. The nearest town and railway 
station is at Sawai Madhopur, about 11 km away. The 
park is also close to the Kota train station.  
Ranthambore National Park lies at the edge of a 
plateau and is bounded to the north by the Banas 
River and to the south by the Chambal River. It is 
named after the historic Ranthambhore fortress, 
which lies within the park.
Ranthambhore was established as the Sawai 
Madhopur Game Sanctuary in 1955 by the 
Government of India and was declared one of the 
Project Tiger reserves in 1973. Ranthambore 
became a national park in 1980. In 1984, the adjacent 
forests were declared the Sawai Man Singh 
Sanctuary and Keladevi Sanctuary, and in 1991 the 
tiger reserve was enlarged to include the Sawai Man 
Singh and Keladevi sanctuaries.
Safari Rides are carried out twice a day between at 
6:30 and 10.30 in the morning and from 14.30 to 
17.30 hours. During winters the morning entry time is 

around 7 am  and the evening  exit time is earlier- to 
match the day light. Each ride lasts for about three 
hours. There are two options of vehicles for the safari: 
20 seater open top canter or 6 seater  open top gypsy. 
Each ride costs around Rs700-800 per person. The 
core park area has been divided into several zones 
and the safari vehicles go to one of those zones. 
Visitors often take multiple tours, as tiger spotting is 
rare. There are many resorts to stay in on the way 
from Sawai Madhopur to the national park.
As the tour had been planned for early November the 
tour operator had already advised us to carry 
sufficient warm clothes which would be required 
during the early morning and evening safaris. The 
photography enthusiasts had also been advised to 
wear gloves so that their numb fingers would not 
press wrong buttons. We were advised to wear 
greens and browns(for camouflaging) and avoid 
red.For the summer safaris however light clothes are 
recommended to combat the searing summer heat.
Before we started our jungle safari, our guide initiated 
us into the jungle etiquette …be quiet and learn to 
listen .The presence of the tiger triggers off a lot many 
sounds- the chattering of the monkeys who swing 
from branch to branch following the tiger, the swift 
running of the deer and sambar and the eerie chill in 
the atmosphere as if pre-empting death.
Ranthambore lived up to its reputation as one of the 
best national parks in the country for spotting a tiger. 
My group was lucky to spot the majestic predator on 
two separate occasions. After roaming in the 
sanctuary watching sambar and wild boar we were 
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disappointed as there were no signs of a tiger and 
were headed dissolutely to the resort. Suddenly the 
atmosphere was electrified…. A tigress was 
languorously walking back with the prey in her jaws. 
She appeared very tired but stoically carried the kill. 
She stopped once when she laid down the kill, licked 
it and then crossed our path and went towards the 
lake we had left behind. Our guide informed us that 
she would now disappear in the jungle adjoining the 
lake, where she had possibly hidden her cubs. A 
tigress is known to be very protective of her cubs 
whom she has to protect not only from other wild 
animals, especially crocodiles but also male tigers. 
Full marks to our driver who drove the vehicle in 
reverse gear till such a time when the tigress had 
disappeared deep in the jungle. The tigress 
sauntered alongside our canter, so close, that just 
bending down the side I would have been able to 
stroke her rich skin which of course I did not dare do. It 
was a happy contented group which went back to the 
resort.
Early next morning we went to a different zone. A few 
metres into the zone the driver stopped the canter 
and showed us some fresh pug marks .Following the 
marks we were told that the tiger had taken this route 
.The guide and driver then conjectured which way we 
should go. The drive through rough terrain was 
revitalising but …we were training our eyes on the 
elusive animal. We came across many deer ,sambal 
and of course peacocks. The tiger is watching you all 
the time but you get to see him very rarely said our 
wisened guide. How those words were reverberating 
through our minds! Theprecious time of  the safari 
was ticking away furiously and we had still not sighted 
the animal. We were resigning ourselves to a 'no 
show' by the tiger when suddenly our vehicle 
stopped. We hushed into silence, the guide pointed 
out to an opening and lo behold there was a tigress 
ambling around and marking her  territory .A tiger is a 
very private animal and needs an area of nearly 
100km to him/herself. The area is marked using 
urine, anal secretions and scratching on the rocks 
and trees. Itwas a great sight to see the tigress 
marking her area very carefully. I just trained my eyes 
on her and followed her till she disappeared behind a 
rocky area leading into the jungle.We were enthused 
and returned to the resort satisfied at spotting the 
majestic cat.
Ranthambore wildlife sanctuary is well- known for its 
tigers and is one of the best places in India to see 
these animals in their natural jungle habitat. Tigers 

can be easily spotted even in the daytime. The best 
times for tiger sightings at Ranthambore National 
Park are in November and May. The park's deciduous 
forests are characteristic examples of the type of 
jungle found in Central India. Other major wild 
animals include leopard, nilgai, wild boar, sambar, 
hyena, sloth bear and chital. The sanctuary is home 
to a wide variety of trees, plants, birds and reptiles, as 
well as one of the largest banyan trees in India.There 
were satbais(always found in a group of 
seven),various types of colourful kingfishers, darters, 
doves, wood peckers ,peacock, parrots ,maina, 
egrets, plovers and duck. The most dangerous as per 
our guide was the tiger bird. This diminutive looking 
bird works as a dentist for the tiger- feeding on the 
remnants found in the crevices of the tiger's teeth.
A trip to Ranthambore is incomplete without a visit to 
the Ranthambore Fort from which it takes its name. It 
is one of the six forts included in the World Heritage 
Site inscription Hill Forts of Rajasthan.[1] It is situated 
near the town of Sawai Madhopur and is a formidable 
fort having been a focal point of the historical 
developments of Rajasthan. The fort is known for the 
glory and valor of Hammirdev of the Chauhan 
dynasty.
The fort lies within the Ranthambore National Park, 
the former hunting grounds of the Maharajahs of 
Jaipur before Indian independence
The majestic fort, built in the 10th century, towers 
over the entire park area. It stands 700 feet above the 
surrounding plain. Inside the fort, there are three red 
Karauli stone temples devoted to Ganesh, Shiva and 
Ramlalaji. There is a Digamber Jain temple of Lord 
Sumatinath (5th Jain Tirthankar) and Lord 
Sambhavanath. The temples were constructed in the 
12th and 13th centur ies .The legendary 
PadamTalaowhichis the largest of the many lakes 
located in the parkis found in the precincts of the fort 
.This area also forms the backdrop of many a 
documentary and National Geographic films 
featuring the wild life at Ranthambore A red 
sandstone Jogi Mahal can be found at the edge of the 
lake. A gigantic banyan tree, considered to be India's 
second largest, is also near the lake.
Like all good things this short holiday too ended but 
on a very fulfilling note. I returned to Mumbai and the 
daily grind of life carrying life long memories of the 
majestic tiger.

AGM ( Cadre Mgmt Department)
Corporate Centre, Mumbai

Smt. Nilima Deo
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My Life After Retirement
First of all when one is alive and active how can 
there be retirement in life ? We disengage from one 
career and engage in different profession to start 
SECOND INNINGS. 
I have achieved most of my professional ambitions 
and having my children well settled I have drawn a 
line of contentment and decided to pursue a 
different life style after convincing my family. This is 
in response to my inner voice calling to do 
something different somewhat different for some 
years now. It took nearly a year to plan to choose a 
different life style. I have chosen a different life style 
engaging myself with some social organisation like 
HELPAGE INDIA (Coordinater) AND INDIAN RED 
CROSS SOCIETY and promoting awareness 
programme for senior citizens, so that they can live 
with dignity, and  engage them within  their present 
environment, where they do not feel lonely and 
neglected within home and society. Analysing what 
I am going to miss or loose and what I stand to gain 
after choosing a different life style the gain features 
scored over loss. Let me narrate what they are.
WHAT  I  STAND  TO  MISS?
It is more of miss rather than a loss
I miss my colleagues and Bank customers and lot 
of contacts, the government officials very dearly. 
The get together, reminences of good old days, 
healthy discussion, helping hand under difficult 
situations will remain green in my memory.
I am fully aware that whatever I miss can never be 
regained. I have pondered over these points for a 
long time. The longer the time I took, the picture 
emerged clear that I will be experiencing the same 
benefits and contacts much like my earlier years. I 
am always reminded the golden words of LORD 
BUDDHA that human birth is as rare as a morning 
star. After great contemplation I have decided to 
seek a different life style wherein I will be able to 
answer my inner voice. Now it is time for me to draw 
a line of contentment regarding professional life. 
WHAT I HAVE GAINED?
1] TIME
Time for myself
The most valuable gain is the time for myself. I am 
free to choose what I want to do rather than what I 

have to do. I am free to alter my schedule to suit my 
other engagements, programme etc even at the 
last minute. I am only answerable to my inner voice. 
Daily wakeup time, bed time may be changed to 
suit my engagements. I am able to spend time for 
my school time hobby to collect stamps (Philately),  
participated in district level and state level 
exhibitions, apart from winning medals, earn name 
and fame, broad coverage was given by print and 
electronic media. There is more than enough time 
to breath. To remain in solitude, introspect with 
conscious breath. To remain in solitude is indeed a 
great boon for seniors like us wherein we realize 
our shortcomings, egoism. Silence in solitude 
motivates us to become compassionate with love 
and empathy. I am able to express my opinion on 
social issues, have written more than 300 critics, 
which are published in State and National level 
newspapers and it is continuing. Appreciation 
letter, for best letter writing was given by the leading 
news paper of eastern India PRABHAT KHABAR. 
Got a chance to work as moderator in SBIAPA 
Bengal circle and able to solve many queries raised 
by the fellow pensioners. 
My published article:
i) Second Inning Magazine, SBI Central Office, 

Mumbai on many issues. 
ii) Annual Magazine TARPAN, published by Govt 

of Bihar on the occasion of Pitripaksh. 
iii) Monthly Magazine KENDRA BHARATI, 

published by Vivekananda Kendra - contains 
my article almost every month. 

iv) INDIAN RAILWAY  - Monthly magazine by 
Indian Railways. 

v) Patliputra News Letter quarterly magazine 
published by SBI Patna LHO 

vi) Letter to editor; Critics published in Hindustan 
times, Prabhat Khabar, Business Standard 
Hindi, Telegraph etc.

vii) And there are so many small articles in news 
papers and various Blogs/face book etc. 

Many senior citizens whom I meet  give me food for 
thought, while rejuvenating my spirit and self belief. 
I have ample time for leisurely reading various 
magazines. Another most valuable asset is that I 
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have established contact with citizens/ pensioners 
with different life style people retired from various 
departments to whom I got a chance to serve 
during my service period. It is really soul satisfying 
to meet people with alternate interest and learn 
from them and exchange views . I have been 
fortunate to become a member of HELPAGE INDIA 
& INDIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY, Association of 
Senior citizens associations of Bihar, SBI 
Pensioners association etc:
2] THE ART OF LISTENING:
The value of this art I have realized only after 
retirement. Listening to various people, who are 
happy after having expressed their sufferings, 
opinion in their own words, develop confidence in 
me . I am also able to understand their character, 
behavior, temperament etc. I am also becoming 
more mature and this influences me to develop 

compassion and care.
Quite likely the lingering ego in me will be got rid of 
soon. I have learnt a lot and still learning .Slowly I 
have started to give respect others opinion and 
views and not trying to contradict them
3] STRESS FREE LIFE:
For a Banker there was always a stress. Now I don't 
worry when cell phone or the front door bell rings. In 
fact I sleep better undisturbed and wake up fresh. I 
have leisurely meals enjoying every bite of it. As 
such my digestion and bowel habits are at ease. 
Over the last 40 years of professional carrier I have 
developed wide circle. To maintain the rapport and 
the confidence of my grateful friends I continue to 
hear them and try to help as an when needed. I am 
happy for them. 

 GAYAANIL K SAXENA,

Our Birth is our Opening Balance.
Our Death is our Closing Balance.

Our Prejudiced Views are our Liabilities.
Our Creative Ideas are our Assets.

Heart is our Current Asset.
Soul is our Fixed Asset.

Brain is our Fixed Deposit.
Thinking is our Current Account.

Achievements are our Capital.
Character & Morals are our Stocks-in-trade.

Friends are our General Reserves.
Values & Behaviour are our Goodwill.

Patience is our Interest Earned.
Love is our Dividend.

Children are our Bonus Issues.
Education is Brands/Patents.
Knowledge is our Investment.

Experience is our Premium Account.
Our aim is to tally the

Balance Sheet accurately.
Our goal is to get the

“Best Presented Accounts Award”

Balance Sheet of Our Life

Dr.C.V.R.Jayaprakash Narayan, VIJAYAWADA.
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I like old Hindi film love song from my childhood. I used to sing my favorite songs in any function like marriage 
ceremony or sendoff and birthday functions. Sir, I would not forget to mention here that till date I maintained 
my hobby and participate in the cine sangit competition in the programme of "UNIC GEET BAHAR" arranged 

by Amba Festival Amravati. Participants were selected through audition test. I have the Video shooting exist on 
YouTube which can be viewed after putting word tryambakmakode.

 Retired Manager, SBI AmravatiT.R.Makode,

I am a pensioner retired in 2014. I am happy to receive the second innings for the pensioners. I have a 
suggestion. 1. There are many photographs showing pensioners meet after the event is held. If such programs 
are fixed in advance, dates of such meetings can be advised either through second innings or through the 

website meant for pensioners. 2. Now a days Bank is offering many jobs on contract basis like ESR reviewer, 
Investigating officer, Concurrent audit etc to the pensioners. Such Information is not reaching the pensioners, it can 
be published in 2nd innings, or in the pensioners website or in the E circulars column in the pension website.      

 HyderabadSathyaprasad,

While I convey my deepest regards to SBI Management for publishing "Second Innings" for the welfare of 
SBI Pensioners, I intend to convey my feelings/suggestions for further consideration :- I) it should be put 
online immediately after Publication ii) Pensioners residing at remote locations/ villages/ far away from Local 

Head Offices have to face lot of troubles in the Bookings of Holiday Homes/ Bank's Transit Flats/Guest Houses 
built by Officers Associations of SBI & other Banks on account of lack of awareness about the availability thereof 
as for getting a reservation therein needs lots of follow up and personal visits/ reminders over telephones etc. In 
the age of digital India, why a system can't be placed to get these booked on-line by each & every member of 
Staff/Pensioners resulting in a lot of saving in the use of man power and paper etc. Bank can stipulate a 
RESERVATION Charge for allowing the facility which can be adjusted on actual use of facility and with a clause of 
‘NO-REFUND’ in case of non turning up in time. iii) Second Innings should also contain a page in regard to a list of 
efforts being made for bringing improvements by the Management on other fields Viz. Medical Facilities/ 
reservation of Beds in Hospitals & availability of drugs from Bank dispensaries.

N K Bansal

After retirement I passed AMFI exam and slowly started mutual fund investment and I got very good response 
from friends and relatives. I got very handsome returns with putting my money in liquid fund with regular 
monthly STP (systematic transfer plan ) of Rs 1000/- in two or three funds of good AMC SBI, REL, BSL, 

HDFC, ICICI MF which gives FD return in liquid and equity appreciation in MF. Apart from this I am regularly invited 
for attending MF presentation in various good hotels where number of experts from Bombay capital markets came 
and deliver the lecture on various topics on economy, market trends and global financial situations which keeps 
me updated. As I am busy with this activity of my field as a banker I enjoyed lot and I can maintain good Health. My 
opinion is that Mutual fund investment is very safe and gives good return in long term.

 Bharuch 392001 (Gujarat)           M Bashir,

I retired from my bank State Bank on 31.1.2011 from Patna LHO. I wrote three books. My name is recorded in 
Limca Book of Records (National Record) in 2013, 2014 and 2015 thus making hat-trick, hopefully rare in 
financial sector. Just now I passed with First Class (71.40%)  in Post Graduate in  Journalism & Mass 

Communication from Nalanda Open University, Patna at the age of 65 and that too after 45 years of academic 
examination (B.Sc. In 1970) At present I am a student of SANSKRIT in Nalanda Open University. Thanks & 
Regards Warmly.  Patna, BiharNaresh Chandra Mathur,
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Kapalbhati Pranayama

In the previous issues of the magazine we 
have seen some asanas and Pranayama 
techniques. Ujjayee, Shitali, Viloma, Kapalabhati, 
Anuloma, Bhastrika, and Bhramari are some of the 
popular forms of pranayama. In this issue we will 
see how  to do Kapalbhati Pranayama.

Kapalbhati Pranayama purifies entire 
respiratory system. Devoting some time to the 
practice of Kapalbhati pranayama in the morning 
will be highly beneficial.

Be seated in a comfortable posture. 
Padmasana (crossed leg) and Vajrasana are the 
ideal yoga postures to practice pranayama. Hold 
your knees tight by your hands. Feel relaxed. 
Focus on your breathing pattern.

First, take a deep breath in and then release 
the breath out. Then, inhale slowly and exhale with 
a great force. Your abdominal muscles should get 
expanded when you inhale and get contracted 
when you exhale.
�The exhalations should be forceful. This 
exercise is similar to that of blowing your nose. The 
process of inhalation and 
e x h a l a t i o n  s h o u l d  b e  
constant. Make sure that 
while exhaling, you are 
throwing the air out from the 
lungs with full force. 
�Do not take much effort 
whi le inhal ing the air.  
Complete the procedure of 
Kapalbhati pranayama by 
d e e p  i n h a l a t i o n  a n d  
exhalation.
�You have successfully 
completed one round of Kapalbhati pranayama. A 
learner can do 3 rounds of Kapalbhati pranayama 

How to do kapalbhati ? -

- A Breathing Exercise

by doing 15 exhalations in each round. Take small 
breaks between each round. You can increase the 
number of exhalations and rounds of pranayama 
as per your convenience.

Yoga is nothing but an ancient Indian art that 
has been practiced and taught by sages. 
Pranayama is so powerful that it ensures you 
radiant and glowing skin. Ageless skin without the 
use of any anti-aging cream, is that possible? Yes, 
the answer is hidden in the age-old methods. Kapal 
is forehead and bhati means glow.
�Kapalbhati pranayama helps to detoxify lungs 
and respiratory tracks. 
�Boosts the supply of oxygen and purifies blood. 
�Helps to tone up the abdominal muscles. It is 
also helpful in reducing belly fat. 
�Kapalbhati pranayama is practised before 
meditation. It improvises concentration span and 
helps to stay away from unwanted thoughts while 
practicing meditation. 
�As its name suggests, a regular practice of 
Kapalbhati Pranayama makes you look beautiful.

One must practise pranayama early in the 
morning to get all its benefits. 
Practising pranayama in the 
fresh air is beneficial. 
Pranayama is all about 
c o n c e n t r a t i n g  o n  o u r  
b rea th ing  pa t te rn  and 
learning to breathe the right 
way. Living stress-free life is 
possible with regular practice 
of pranayama.

Kapalbhati pranayama 
is very effective in curing 

stomach disorder, obesity, digestive disorder and 
many problems related to stomach. Those trying to 
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lose weight can practice Kapalbhati regularly and 
see 100% results. 

1. It improves the function of the lungs and other 
respiratory system.

2. Improves the function of pancreas. Helps to 
produce insulin hormone naturally.

3. It removes toxins from the body and helps to 
clean the internal system.

4. Calms the mind and bring stability in mind.
5. Very effective in weight loss.
6. Helpful in reducing weight (Belly fat).
7. Keeps depression away and brings positive 

thoughts.
8. Helpful in curing respiratory diseases as 

asthma, allergies, and sinus.
9. Cure for constipation, acidity, diabetes and 

even hair loss.
10.Cures kidney problems and improve the 

function of kidneys.

1. Patient suffering from heart trouble should do 
this slowly while exhaling. You can do 
kapalbhati pranayama in morning or evening 
both the time, but keep in mind that you should 
do this on empty stomach.

2. Pregnant women should not do this.
3. High blood pressure patient should practise 

kapalbhati at a slow rate. Means 3 exhalations 
per 5 seconds and force of exhalation should be 
reduced.

4. Practise pranayama in the supervision of an 
expert yoga teacher duly informing him / her 
about your health.

Advanced practitioners can practise 
Kapalbhati along with the three Bandhas. The 
three Bandhas are the three locks
�Moola Bandha (the perineum lock), 
�Uddhiyana Bandha (the abdominal lock) and 

Benefits of Kapalbhati Pranayama -

Precaution

Practice of Kapalbhati with the three Bandhas

�Jalandhara Bandha (chin Lock)
This is also called Tri-Bandha orMaha Bandha.
1. In this version, after 60 rounds (or 120 rounds) 

do a deep and forceful exhalation. Hold the 
breath.

2. Simultaneously perform the three locks - Moola 
Bandha , Uddhiyana Bandha and Jalandhara 
Bandha, while holding the breath outside (also 
called Bahya Kumbhaka).

3. Remain in this position for as long as you are 
comfortable. One can hold the breath outside 
for just few seconds in the beginning stages. As 
one progresses one can increase it to about one 
minute. Later on, one may even increase it up to 
two minutes. Only advanced practitioners can 
reach the Bahya Kumbhaka of two minutes. 
This is dangerous if there is no proper guidance. 
Always take the help of an advanced yoga 
instructor before you try it.

4. Release the three Bandhas and inhale deeply. 
Do few deep inhalations and exhalations, till 
breathing comes back to normal. Then perform 
the next round.

The practice of Kapalbhati helps to regulate 
the breathing mechanism. It prepares the body and 
mind to take up advanced practices of Pranayama. 
Since centuries people are practising breathing 
exercises. Western countries too are fond of yoga 
and people there have established number of yoga 
schools and institutions. Recently we  have also 
celebrated 'WORLD YOGA DAY' on 21st 
June,2015 along with the participants with the 
whole world. Then, through this magazine you 
have already learned many asanas and 
Pranayama, then why not to start the 'Kapalbhati' 
from tomorrow morning??

Manger (Sys)
YOGA PRABODHA

C. P. MULYE
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Shri. P.B.Goswami, a pensioner from Burdwan, West Bengal retired in 2006 has  developed a 
hobby of making models of match sticks and burnt match sticks.  He has also developed some 
models out of papers / boards etc. Some of his models of Eiffel Tower, Taj Mahal, Second 
Hooghly Bridge (Vidyasagar Setu) are given below.
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